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Distinguished new books in Social Philosophy and Policy
Medical Ethics
Melanie Philips
Health correspondent, The Guardian.
Dr. John Dawson
Spokesman, British Medical Association.
The technology and the possibilities of modern medicine are undergoing considerable
changes, and with them comes a challenge to the existing codes of medical ethics.
Melanie Philips and Dr. John Dawson - both constantly involved with the issues at hand -
have written a new, entirely up to date and international analysis of the problems posed that
will become a standard text for informed debate. Genetic engineering, euthanasia, abortion,
brain death, tissue transplants, artificial insemination, screening, limb replacement, life
support machines - all are discussed as a new framework for rational and ethical practice is
proposed.
224pp. 0710806019. £12.95. Spring 1984.

Sociology and Socialism
Tom Bottomore
Professor of Sociology, University of Sussex.
This landmark book presents the core of Tom Bottomore's work on the relation between
sociology and socialism. It focuses on sociological theories which are critical of socialism, and
examines some of the unsettled questions about Marxism itself as a comprehensive socio-
logical theory which claims to be, at the same time, a doctrine of human emancipation.
256pp. PAPERBACK. 0 7108 0235 8. £4.95. February 1984.

Cloth. 0 7108 0230 7. £15.95.
A Whealsheaf Books Tide.

Ideology and Social Science
Istvan Meszaros
Professor of Philosophy, University of Sussex.
This important book - written by a major philosopher - provides a significant critical evalua-
tion of the theory of ideology, focusing on the work of Marx, Weber, Coser, Constantino,
Lukacs and Sartre. Meszaros insists on the socially embedded and value-orientated character
of all social theory, in sharp contrast with the self-serving ideology of the much-advertised
'end of ideology.'
256pp. 0855277173. £18.95. February 1984.
A Wheaisheaf Books Title.

The Welfare State in Crisis:
Social Thought and Social Change
Ramesh Mishra
Associate Professor, School of Social Work, McMaster University.
The Welfare State throughout the Western World is on the defensive and in disarray.
Starved of financial and political support, it faces a crisis of legitimacy. Ramesh Mishra
presents a penetrating analysis of the problems of the Welfare State, and concludes that it is
premature to reject the combination of market and state regulation of economic life.
208pp. PAPERBACK. 0 7108 0247 1. £4.95. December 1983.

Clolh. 0 7108 0240 4. £15.95.
A Wheaishea/ Books Tide.
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MIND A QUARTERLY REVIEW
OF PHILOSOPHY
edited by D W Hamlyn
with the assistance ol S D G

Vol XCII No 368 October 1983

Articles
Amorality: R.D. MILO
Constancy and Purity: J. KEKES
What is Wrong with Sentimentality?: M. JEFFERSON
Ethical Particularism and Morally Relevant Properties: J. DANCY
The Nature and Strategies of Relativism: J. MARGOLIS

Discussions
Davis on Enjoyment: A Reply: R. WARNER
Observership in Cosmology: the Anthropic Principle: J. LESLIE
Akrasia Revisited: G.F. SCHUELER
The Logical Limits of Willing: H.D. LEWIS
How Not to Solve a Problem for the Eliminative Materialist: N. EVERITT
On the Naturalism of Hume's 'Reconciling Project': P. RUSSELL

Book Reviews

Books Received

Notices
Orders to: Journals Department,

Basil Blackwell Publisher Ltd..
108 Cowley Road,
Oxford 0X4 1JF, England

Annual subscription:
Institutions: £14.50 or $32.50 (Canada $37.75)
Individuals: £10.00 or $22.50 [Canada $26.25)
Single issues: £4.00 or $9.00 (Canada $10.50)

Published for the MIND ASSOCIATION by BASIL BLACKWELL PUBLISHER
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Philosophy and Sociology of Science
An Introduction
STEWART RICHARDS
Modern science is inseparable from the society that supports it. Yet now more
than ever before the scientist is encouraged to specialize and narrow his field of
vision. Stewart Richards argues that it is vital to reverse this trend, and that all
students of science — natural and social — should look at the context, roots
and structure of their disciplines.
256 pages, hardback £17.50 (0 631 134115)
paperback £5.95 (0 631 13414X)

Reading IMozick
Edited by JEFFREY PAUL
A collection of essays on one of the most important works of political
philosophy published in the 1970s — Robert Nozick's Anarchy, State and
Utopia — with contributions from Bernard Williams, Robert Paul Wolff, Judith
Jarvis Thompson, Thomas Nagel, Thomas Scanlon, David Lyons and
Robert Nozick.
430 pages, hardback £20.00 (0 631 12977 4)
paperback £7.50 (0 631 12978 2)

Anarchy, State and Utopia
ROBERT NOZICK
' A p o w e r f u l , or ig ina l a n d i m p o r t a n t b o o k . . . it posi t ive ly d e m a n d s discussion
. . ." New Society

'It would seem almost churlish not to acknowledge that this book is the best
piece of sustained analytical argument in political philosophy to have appeared
for a very long time.' Mind
384 pages, hardback £19.50 (0 631 15680 I)
paperback £7.50 (0 631 19780X)

A Dictionary of Marxist Thought
Edited by TOM BOTTOMORE
Editorial Board: Laurence Harris, V.G. Kiernan, Ralph Miliband
A clear and scholarly guide both to the basic concepts of Marxism and to the
individuals and schools of thought whose work has formed the body of Marxist
ideas since Marx's day. The articles, written by an international team of some
80 scholars, are often extensive and are fully referenced to the writings of Marx
and Engels.
602 pages, £27.50 (0 631 12852 2)

Basil Blackwell
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The Philosophical Quarterly
Vol. 33 No. 133 OCTOBER 1983

Strong Discretion W.J.Wahuhow
Goodman on Forgery Michael Wreen
'Could a question be true?': Assent and the Basis of Meaning HumPria
Self-Deception A. R. Mele
Subjectivism as Moral Weakness Projected Judith Lichtenberg

DISCUSSIONS
Hare's Argument for Utilitarianism Midud Mdiermott
McTaggart, Schlesinger, and the Two-Dimensional Time Hypothesis L. Nathan OaUander
CRITICAL STUDY
Facts and Superfacts Peter Winch
BOOK REVIEWS
D. Heyd, Supererogation Jonathan Ooncy
Plato, Gorgios (Translated with notes by Terence Irwin) Janet Sisson
Shirley R. Letwin, The Gentleman in Trollope: Individuality and Moral Conduct SophieBotros
MaryMidgley, Heart and Mind Diane Collmson
Roger Scruton, From Descartes to Wittgenstein; A Short History of Modem Philosophy Brian Baxter
Donald H. Regan, Utilitarianism and Co-operation G. W. Harrison
BOOKS RECEIVED

Subscription Rates 1983
Individuals: £9.00 (UK) £9.00 (overseas) 122.00 (USA) $27.00 (Canada)
Institutions: £20.00 (UK) £20.00 (overseas) $45.00 (USA) $55.00 (Canada)
Orders, with remittance, or enquiries to Sue Dommett, at the address below.

Basil Blackwell Publisher, 108 Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1JF
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Beyond Objectivism and Relativism
RICHARD J. BERNSTEIN
Philosophy is again questioning its goals and assumptions, a malaise signified by
the growing opposition between objectivism and relativism, between rationality
and irrationality, and between realism and anti-realism. Contemporary thinking
is becoming increasingly polarized and attempts to escape from this entire
framework of analysis have all too frequently been assimilated to these standard
oppositions. This major new book represents a courageous attempt to break
out of this mould, while identifying what is wrong with the intellectual and
cultural matrix that has shaped so much of modern life.
(December) 320 pages, hardback £17.50 (0 631 13429 8)
paperback £6.50 (0 631 13437 9)

Rationality and Relativism
Edited by MARTIN HOLLIS and STEVEN LUKES
This book takes its inspiration from the debate encapsulated in Rationality
(1970) edited by Bryan Wilson, but extends it into new fields and into current
topics of discussion. Ernest Gellner, Martin Hollis, Robin Horton and Steven
Lukes add to their earlier thoughts. They are joined by Barry Barnes, David
Bloor, Jon Elster, Ian Hacking, W. Newton-Smith, Dan Sperber and
Charles Taylor.
320 pages, hardback £ 17.50 (0631127739)
paperback £6.95 (0 631 13126 4)

Against Epistemology: A Metacritique
Studies in Husserl and the Phenomenological Antinomies
THEODOR ADORNO
This is the long-awaited translation of one of Adorno's most important works: it
inspired Habermas and Marcuse, and continues to influence other eminent
thinkers in philosophy and the social sciences today. Written in a relatively
simple style, the book can serve as an introduction to Adorno's later and more
difficult writings.
256 pages, £19.50 (0 631 12843 3)

Realism and Imagination in Ethics
SABINA LOVIBOND
'A first-rate discussion of the shortcomings of the currently dominant empiricist
tradition in moral philosophy and of the attractions of a radical alternative
drawing its inspiration from Hegel and Wittgenstein . . . The writing is elegant
and lucid, enlivened with a dry wit and a remarkable breadth of reference.' J.H.
McDowell
256 pages, £15.00 (0631133127)

Basil Blackwell
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DIALOGUE
Canadian Philosophical Review/Revue canadienne de philosophie

Vol. XXI, No. 3, Septembre/September 1982

Articles
The Maximum Claims of Gauthier's

Bargainers: Are the Fixed Social
Inequalities Acceptable? / DAVID
BRAYBROOKE

Justified Inequality? / DAVID GAUTHIER
Inequalities Not Conceded Yet: A

Rejoinder to Gauthier's Reply /
DAVID BRAYBROOKE

La notion de probleme moteur principal
en contexte de recherche (suite et
fin) / NORMAND LACHARITE

Peuples sans Etat et sans histoire:
reflexions sur le conservatisme et
sur Rousseau / JOSEPH PESTIEAU

Aristotle's Ethics and Plato's Republic:
A Structural Comparison / FRANCIS
SPARSHOTT

Le concept de philosophie de Husserl /
CLAUDE PICHE

Critical Notices/Etudes critiques
Une approche extra-philosophique

de I'histoire de la philosophie /
LUC BR1SSON

Self-Love and Self-Respect I
JAN NARVESON

Book Reviews/Comptes rendus

Redacteur francophone: Francois Du-
chesneau, Departementde philosophie
Universite de Montreal, C.P. 6128,
succ. A, Montreal, Quebec H3C 3J7

English-language editor: Michael
McDonald, Department of Philoso-
phy, University of Waterloo, Water-
loo, Ontario N2L 3G1
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The Politics of Social Theory
Habermas, Freud and the Critique of Positivism
RUSSELL KEAT
The discussion is clear and well presented . . . His discussion of "value-
freedom" in particular is clear and helpful, and his consideration of the scientific
status of psychoanalysis is, though detailed, something to be recommended to
anyone who has struggled to understand its marginal status amongst the social
sciences. If only Habermas would be as clear as Keatl' New Society
256 pages, hardback £16.50 (0 631 12598 1)
paperback £6.50 (0 631 12779 8)

Rights, Killing and Suffering
Moral Vegetarianism and Applied Ethics
RAYMOND FREY
Is it morally wrong to eat meat? In recent years much has been written about
animal welfare and rights, and more and more people have come to think that
vegetarianism is the only justifiable approach. Their views reflect one or more of
three basic arguments: that meat-eating violates moral rights, that it is wrong to
kill, and that it is wrong to inflict pain and suffering. In this provocative book,
going against the main tide of current thinking, Raymond Frey examines and
finds wanting all three arguments.
288 pages, £17.50 (0 63112684 8)

Women, Reason and Mature
Some Philosophical Problems with Feminism
CAROL MCMILLAN
Accepting that there are irreducible biological differences between women and
men, Carol McMillan sets out to disprove the philosophical assumption that
these differences entail inferiority or superiority. The book shows that all human
activity presupposes reasoned behaviour, and is a forthright assault on all the
popular misconceptions which ultimately lead to an under-valuing of women.
176 pages, £15.00 (0 63112496 9)

Science and Moral Priority
The Merging of Mind, Brain and Values
ROGER SPERRY
This volume will guide both speculative philosophy and scientific examination
of the evidence for years to come in the search for a new foundation of belief.'
Colwyn Trevarthen from the foreword

The winner of the 1982 Nobel Prize for Medicine here summarizes recent
research on the nature of the brain and explores its implications for the
behavioural sciences.
152 pages, £12.50 (063113199X)

Basil Blackwell
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Philosophical
Investigations
Edited by D.Z. Phillips ^ ^

Philosophical Investigations publishes articles which
follow the approaches pioneered by J. L. Austin, Gilbert
Ryle and Ludwig Wittgenstein, or which explain and
clarify their philosophical thinking.

Volume 6 No. 4 October 1983
Articles:
JOHN CHURCHILL, The Coherence of the Concept
"Language-Game"
MERRILL RING, Baker and Hacker on Section One of the
Philosophical Investigations
T.S. CHAMPLIN, The Elusiveness of Meaning

Reviews:
PETER SMITH, P.K. Feyerband, Philosophical Papers, Vol. I
R.W. NEWELL, Ilham Dilman, Studies in Language and Reason
and Morality and the Inner Life
J.L. EVANS, Oswald Hanfling, Logical Positivism and Essential
Readings in Logical Positivism

Published quarterly: January, April, July and October
Subscriptions Volume 6 (1983)
Institutions: £19.50 (UK); £23.75 (Overseas); $44.00 (US);
$52.50 (Canada)
Individuals: £10.00 (UK); £12.25 (Overseas); $22.50 (US);
$27.00 (Canada)

Orders, with remittance, or requests for specimen copies and
further details should be sent to:
Sue Dommett, Journals Department, Basil Blackwell Publisher,
108 Cowley Road, Oxford, OX4 1JF, England.

Basil Blackwell Publisher • Oxford • England
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Freud and Human Nature
ILHAM DILMAN
Interest in the writings of Freud seems never to decline, but it is rare that an
important book appears which discusses Freud's belief that human nature exists
independently from the society in which an individual develops. This book
provides this: a thorough critical examination of the various issues raised by
Freud's ideas of sexual and moral development.
224 pages, £15.00 fO 63113373 9)

The Ethics of Environmental Concern
ROBIN ATTFIELD
The Ethics of Environmental Concern sets out to examine traditional attitudes
to nature and to discover how far these need to be revised to cope with
modern ecological problems. With its survey of moral traditions which are often
misrepresented, and lively engagements of urgent contemporary questions, the
book will interest all students of philosophy.
232 pages, £17.50 (0 631 131375)

The Shaping of Man
Philosophical Aspects of Sociobiology
ROGER TRIGG
'Trigg stimulates one to think on important matters. And that is no small praise.'
Nature

Why do people behave as they do? Is there such a thing as human nature or
is man fundamentally different in different societies? Underlying these questions
is the basic question of whether genetic inheritance or cultural influence is the
decisive factor in shaping man.
206 pages, hardback £15.00 (0 631 13023 3)
paperback £5.95 (0 631 13028 4)

Sociobiology and the Preemption of the
Social Sciences

ALEXANDER ROSENBERG
Why have the economic theories developed throughout history been
unsuccessful? Why have the social sciences in general failed to produce results
with the ever-increasing explanatory power and predictive strength of the
natural sciences? Alexander Rosenberg, a philosopher of science, examines the
new and highly controversial discipline of sociobiology.
240 pages, £17.50 (0 631 12625 2)

Basil Blackwell
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The Terms of Political Discourse
Second Edition
WILLIAM CONNOLLY
"As a general introduction to contemporary political theory, social philosophy and the
broader questions in political science, it can hardly be equalled." J.N. Gray, Jesus College,
Oxford
This edition of his classic text concludes with an entirely new chapter in which Connolly sets
out his present position and reconsiders his central themes in the light of recent works that
complement or contradict them.
272 pages, £16.50 hardback 600 4 £5.95 paperback 601 2

State and Societies
Edited by DAVID HELD and other members of the State
Course Team at the Open University
" A n encyclopaedic, provocative, and magisterial compendium of work on political and state
theory ranging from Machiavelli to Poulantzas, from absolutism to the post-capitalist state,
from economic intervention to social citizenship . . . I thoroughly recommend it, from its
valuable introduction to its thought-provoking conclusions." Bob Jessop, University of
Essex
640 pages, £19.50 hardback 658 6 £5.95 paperback 659 4

Hannah Arendt
Politics, Conscience, Evil
GEORGE KATEB
An analysis of the work of one of this century's most innovatory and disturbing political
theorists.

"George Kateb is one of the handful of outstanding humanistic political theorists in
America . . . Hannah Arendt will stand for a long while as the most penetrating and
sustained consideration of her ideas that we have yet had." Marshall Cohen, Princeton
University
c.220 pages, c.£15.00 in hardback only 691 8

Hayek on Liberty
JOHN GRAY
As the fortieth anniversary of Hayek's own Road to Serfdom approaches, John Gray locates
his position within the tradition of Western philosophy, emphasising the importance of his
theory of knowledge and illuminating his distinctive differences as a social and political
philosopher whose achievements (including the Nobel Prize) now deserve serious scrutiny.
Spring 1984, c.220 pages, c.£ 12.50 in hardback only 710 8

The End of Law?
A Critique of Utopian Jurisprudence
TIMOTHY O'HAGAN
O'Hagan takes issue with libertarian and Marxist models for legal systems, and develops a
workable and realistic counter model of his own: a controversial text, yet eminently suitable
for undergraduate courses in jurisprudence, sociology of law and Marxist thought.
March 1984. c.250 pages, c.£ 16.50 hardback 596 2 C.E5.95 paperback 597 0

M a r t i n Robertson ISBN prefix is o 85520
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Spheres of Justice
A Defence of Pluralism and Equality
Michael Walzer
A powerful demonstration of how complex an affair "equality" is in real life. Spheres of
Justice examines exactly how society distributes the social things of life — honour, work,
education, health care, free time, political power and even love — and how these goods
should be distributed. For each, Walzer argues, has its own "sphere of justice". His
magisterial new book defends both pluralism and equality, and pleads for a just society
where "equality" depends not on the surveillance of the state but on the vigilance of
ordinary men and women.

"This brilliant book works out a new and radically different conception of distributive
justice. Water's sensitive and insightful examinations of the goods we exchange and desire
qualifies as one of the most significant formulations of distributive justice in our time. Spheres
of Justice should and will transform the debate about distributive justice beyond all
recognition." Charles Taylor, Professor of Political Science, McGill University

"A humane and hopeful vision . . . His purpose is to resist the universalizing impulse of
philosophy, to affirm the rich particularity of our moral lives . . . Spheres of Justice offers an
imaginative alternative to the current debate over distributive justice." The New York Times

Professor at the Institute of Advanced Studies, Princeton, Michael Walzer's books include
the widely acclaimed Just and Unjust Wars 11977) and Radical Principles f 1980).
Just published 368 pages £15.00 in hardback only 683 7

Durkheim and the Law
Edited by STEVEN LUKES and ANDREW SCULL
From his first major work, De la Division du Travail Social, Durkheim never creased to see
Law both systematically and as a social phenomenon. This book collects together writings
previously scattered through his works — including both sides of his illuminating and
provocative public debate, in the pages of the Revue Philosophique, with Gabriel Tarde —
and sets them in context, analysing his lasting contribution to the sociology of Law.
256 pages, £16.50 in hardback only 286 6

Readings in Social and Political Theory
Edited by WILLIAM CONNOLLY and STEVEN LUKES
This new series brings students carefully edited selections of ten or twelve of the most
influential and enduring articles on central topics in social and political theory, together with
introductory essays, annotated bibliographies and guides to further reading — compact and
stimulating introductions to each topic.

Each Reading is about 220 pages in extent, and competitively priced at c.£12.50 hardback
and c.£5.95 paperback.
Legitimacy and the State Edited by William Connolly March i 984
Power Edited by Steven Lukes March 1984
Liberalism Edited by Michael Sandel March 1984
Democracy Edited by George Kateb March 1984
Language and Politics Edited by Michael Shapiro

Social Control and the State
Comparative and Historical Essays
Edited by STAN COHEN and ANDREW SCULL
This survey brings together much of the most exciting work of the last decade from a dozen
leading figures, such as Michael Ignatieff, David Ingleby and Gareth Stedman Jones.
352 pages, £17.50 in hardback only 615 2

Mar t in Robertson, ios cowiey Road, oxford 0x4 1 JF
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A Treatise on Social Theory
Volume 1: The Methodology of Social Theory
W. G. RUNCIMAN
' . .. displays an extraordinary erudition and intellectual range.'

New Society
' . .. if Runciman's high-wire act is at times so dazzling as to make one
wonder whether there is any wire at all, that is exactly why this book is
so good.' London Review of Books

Hard covers £25.00 net
Paperback £8.95 net

Sour Grapes
Studies in the Subversion of Rationality
JON ELSTER
In this comprehensive study of irrationality, Dr Elster aims to subvert
the orthodox accounts of rationality, providing analyses of irrational
behaviour, desires and belief. £17.50 net
Co-publication with the Maison des Sciences de I'Homme, Paris

Free Speech
A Philosophical Enquiry
FREDERICK SCHAUER
The first full philosophical study of free speech, examining both the
general structure of rights and their possession and the manifold
problems surrounding freedom of speech itself.
'Schauer's clear and elegant study is a major contribution to discussion
of this issue.' The Times Higher Education Supplement
'... sharp, accurate, tightly written, splendidly clear.' The Listener

Hard covers £20.00 net
Paperback £6.50 net

Liberalism and the
Limits of Justice
MICHAEL SAN DEL
A penetrating critique of contemporary liberalism addressing the
problems of government by principles of justice that do not presuppose
any particular vision of the good life.
' . . . His is a new and authentic philosophical voice. His argument is
neither mystical nor precious; it describes what I take to be the reality
of moral experience.' Michael Walzer, The New Republic

Hard covers £17.50 net
Paperback £5.95 net
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At the present time all contributions to Social Philosophy & Policy are
solicited by the Social Philosophy and Policy Center. We regret that un-
solicited manuscripts cannot be considered. If in the future our policy does
change, we will inform our readers of this alteration. However, in the future,
potential authors on announced topics might contact the Social Philosophy
and Policy Center to express their interest in contributing to a particular issue.

The Editors

Typeset by Oxford Verbatim Limited
Printed in Great Britain by Whitstable Litho
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